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Abstract
We present a low complexity speech enhancement technique for real-life multisource environment. The idea is to incorporate the speaker model information
for enhancing the target signal corrupted in non-stationary noise in a reverberant
scenario. Most of the current speech enhancement methods work based on stationary assumption of background noise and therefore are limited as in practice
the interfering noise signal is time-varying and unpredictable. The idea of incorporating speaker model into a speech enhancement framework, helps to improve
the limited performance of noise-tracking based speech enhancement methods
under unpredictable or non-stationary noise scenarios and provides enhanced
speech estimate of the single-channel speech signal by effectively rejecting other
interfering sources. According to experimental results on SiSEC, we observed
that the proposed approach is successful in rejecting the interference signal in
the noisy input and providing an enhanced output signal.
Proposed Method
Posing the problem into a model-driven one, the problem to be solved is: given
the noisy observation, find the speech estimate which best explains the observed
signal in an optimality criterion. We solve the problem under the constraint that
the speech estimates are to be selected from speaker codebook used to model
the characteristic of the target source and learned by training codebook on the
available training set. For taking into account the effect of the distortion channel, we train the speaker models on the channel distorted speech signals, which
a priori available for each speaker in the dataset [4].
The proposed approach consists of three steps: (1) noise estimation; (2) identifying unreliable components, and (3) enhancement stage.
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Noise estimation We assume that in the first five frames of the noisy signal no
speech component exist. We use these frames to obtain an initialized estimate
for noise amplitude denoted by |N̂ [k]|. For noise estimation we use improved
minima controlled recursive averaging (IMCRA) proposed in [1].
Identifying unreliable components At spectral regions with low signal-tonoise ratio, the noise spectrum masks the speech spectral peaks that leads to
wrong codebook inference. The codevectors selected for these unreliable regions
are not representing the speech spectrum but the noise spectrum. To estimate
the missing spectral components of target speech, we employ the negative energy
criterion that is helpful in the sense that it leads to a better decision making
in the codebook inference stage by rejecting those candidate codewords which
violate the bounding inequality. A binary mask is produced according to the
negative SNR energy.
Enhancement Stage The binary mask prouced in previous stage is used to
filter mixed signal. The filtered mixed signal is then given to the speaker model
to find the matching codeword. The found speech estimate together with noise
estimate are used to build another binary mask to provide enhanced speech.
This enhanced speech estimate is then used together with the noise estimate to
produce the final enhanced speech based on Wiener filtering.
Speech separation results
As processing strategy, we process each mixture (isolated sentence) alone. The
proposed method was applied to the development data and the test data (24+24
utterances) and the enhanced wave files can be found at URL [6]. The system
info was as follow: RAM: 4.00 GB, CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 with 3.2 GHz.
The averaged running time for the algorithm is 1.84 × RT.
We evaluate the separation performance of the proposed method in a reverberant adverse noisy scenario as described in CHIME dataset [4] and [5]. We
report signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and segmental signal and segmental SNR:
– SNR: On average, the proposed method achived 3.20 dB SNR compared to
-0.98 of noisy input, 4.95 of ideal binary mask, -0.66 by exampler-based [3]
and 1.23 by Koldovsky et al. [2].
– SSNR: The proposed method achived 1.60 dB SSNR compared to -1.51 of
noisy input and 3.15 provided by ideal binary mask.
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